Rate control is widely adopted during video streaming to provide both high video qualities and low latency under various network conditions. However, despite that many work have been proposed, they fail to tackle one major problem: previous methods determine a future transmission rate as a single for value which will be used in an entire time-slot, while real-world network conditions, unlike lab setup, often suffer from rapid and stochastic changes, resulting in the failures of predictions.
INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a rapid increase in the requirements of real-time video streaming. People publish and watch live video streaming smoothly from supported applications at any time, in any where, and under any network environments. Due to the complicated environment and stochastic property in various network environments, the abundance of rate control approaches have been proposed to solve the fundamental problem: how to transport video stream with higher video bitrate and lower latency. For conventional approaches, loss-based approaches [8, 15] use packet loss to control their session. Moreover, these methods will cause delay instability. [14] . To solve this problem, delay-based approaches [9, 16] are proposed to make the end-to-end delay converge to a target value by controlling sending rate. However, the final delay of these approaches is not constrained [6] . Model-based approaches [3, 4, 10] aim to design a model [8] to describe the underlying relationships by analyzing observed historical network status. However, forecasting future network throughput as a single value seems to be unreliable [13, 18, 19] . Meanwhile, many studies focus on describing future network throughput as a probability model [18] . Nevertheless, the fixed rules assumption continues to struggle with their performance.
In our study, we aim to use a suitable range to describe the future network conditions instead of using a single value. However, we cannot quantify the value of "suitable" clearly, and we only know the aim of "suitable" means "a range can cover the future observations but not too broad." Motivated by this, We try to explore the insight of network congestion via end-to-end deep learning [12] . Starting from this concept, we propose a delay-constrained rate control approach to constrain end-to-end delay during the session. Our approach is placed on the receiver. Upon receiving packets from the sender, the receiver feeds a message containing the next time sending rate back to the sender. The sender then changes encoder's parameters to fit it. Our method consists of two modules, the delay filter, and the rate estimator. The delay filter is a module that computes delay gradient required using previously delay gradient observations. The rate estimator is an end-to-end deep learning model which can estimate future throughput in a range by using historical observations. Due to this unique requirements, the rate estimator consists of two neural networks, the prediction network (PN) and the error estimation network (EEN). By comparing each candidate architecture, we finally propose the best architecture as the rate estimator.
After that, we evaluate our rate control approach using a full system implementation. We collect a large corpus of data from realworld network environments as a training dataset to optimize it. We perform several experiments to compare the performance with previously proposed approaches and evaluate the effectiveness of range factor. The key contributions of our paper are as follows:
• We design and train a novel neural network architecture to predict future network status in range instead of a single value, which can be more conducive to encode video in realtime video streaming scenario.
• We propose a delay-constrained rate control approach which outputs as a range to control the session in low latency and high bitrate under the premise of stability.
RELATED WORK
Rate control methods have been proposed and applied about two decades. These schemes are mainly classified into three types, lossbased, delay-based and model-based [17] . Loss-based: Loss-based approaches, for instance, TFRC [8] and rate adaptation protocol (RAP) [15] , have been widely used in TCP congestion control, which increases bitrate till packet loss occurs. However, until packet loss occurs, latency also increases, vice versa. Thus, a bad experience will be given to the users because of the network jitter like sawtooth. Thus, using packet loss event as the control signal may cause its throughput to be unstable, especially in error-prone environments [6] .
Delay-based: Some studies have also focused on delay-based approaches solving the problem of the loss-based approach. Delaybased approaches try to adjust sending rate to control the transmission delay. According to the way in which these approaches calculate delay, they can be divided into the end-to-end delay (RTT) approaches, such as TCP Vegas [2] ; one-way delay approaches, for instance, LEDBAT (Over UDP) and TCP-LP [11, 16] , and delay gradient approaches [4] . However, it is hard for the delay metrics to converge to the target value in some network conditions which its upper limit has always suffered a wide range of changes, such as WIFI [6, 14] .
Model-based: Model-based approaches are also proposed in recent years to control congestion such as Rebera [10] and GCC (Google Congestion Control) [4] . These approaches are aimed to design a model or a filter to describe the underlying relationships by previously network status observations. These model forecast future throughput as a single value. Nevertheless, due to the unstable network environments, the single value may not fully describe the future network status, especially in real-time live video streaming scenario.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
We start with an overview of real-time live streaming scenario consisting of a sender and a receiver. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture. The sender generates the raw live streaming data using a camera and sends them to the receiver. The receiver receives the data stream and displays the view. A UDP-based protocol is Delay filter, placed on the receiver, which computes future delay gradientq t on demand from historical delay gradient observations, collected that is fed back to the sender with the aim of constraining the delay;
Rate estimation with bounded neural network, placed on the receiver, which computes the sending bitrate range
, where V f is described as a target sending bitrate value, and V e is its error between V f and future observations;
Rate control, placed on the sender, which controls the encoding bitrate of the video encoder.
METHODS 4.1 Delay Filter
Aiming to constrain the transmission delay by controlling the sending rate in the sender, we design a delay filter module that computes delay gradient on demand denoted asq k +1 according to delay gradient sequence [q 0 , q 1 , . . . , q k ] of past k time-slots.
At the same time, when we choose the bitrate , we try to optimize the following formulation, as is shown in Eq.1,
where
. Coefficient α is the weight to describe its aggressiveness. T he first part of this object tries to make the average delay gradient approximate zero to obtain the constant queuing delay and the second part is to minimize the variation of the "change" of the delay gradient, aiming to avoid a fierce change of queuing delay. (Eq. 2). We will discuss the best α in Section 5.3.1.
Delay Gradient Measurement. In real-time video streaming control scenario, one of vital work for congestion control is to measure one-way delay or queuing delay of the session. However, the clocks on both sides are not synchronous which makes the delay measurement unreliable. Thus, delay gradient, defined as the difference on delay measurement on both side, has been proposed to measure the latency in unsynchronized clock environment. Delay gradient ( Figure 2 ) q(t i ) is computed as follows [4] (Eq. 3) , which is actually used to describe the variety of the queuing delay. If the network is congested, its delay gradient will be greater than zero, vice versa. If the delay gradient equals to zero, we can only infer that network is not congested.
Where T i is the time at which the i-th packet has been sent, and t i is the time at which the i-th packet has been received, and N represents the packet count in a period. However, in real-world network environment, delay gradient is often observed along with burst noise. In our study, we filter the noise by a complementary filter.
Rate Estimation with Bounded Neural Network
In this section, we mainly set up the rate estimator module in several steps. We start by explaining its bounded neural network architecture including inputs, outputs, training methodology, and so forth. Compared the performance with four architecture candidates, we then confirm the best neural network architecture of rate estimator.
Bounded Neural Network Architecture.
Our motivation is to build a model which uses previously historical observation to predict the range of future observations. We model the range as
, where V f is described as a baseline value, and V e is its error between the baseline value and future observations. However, the range will lose its function if V e is too large. Motivated by this, We propose a novel neural network architecture, named as "bounded neural network", with two neural networks to maximize the accuracy using single value V f and to minimize the error value V e . We describe its network structure and its training methodology. As shown in Figure 3 , neural network uses the method which involves training two neural networks, prediction network (PN) and error estimation network (EEN). The detailed functionalities of these networks are explained below.
Inputs After the duration of k time-slots, rate estimator takes inputs S t = (b t , q t , e t +1 ) to its neural networks. Where b t is a sequence variable that represents the network throughput measurement for the past time k; q t is the delay gradient sequence data of the past time k, which represents the difference of each latency. Additionally, e t +1 is the delay gradient on demand for the next time t + 1, which is computed by the delay filter.
Prediction Network Prediction network (PN) aims to forecast the baseline value of future observations by using historical time series observations. PN uses a neural network to make logistic regression. Furthermore, the neural network is divided into two layers, feature extraction layer, and linear regression layer. The feature extraction layer is used to extract features from inputs, and the linear regression layer is proposed to estimate the outputs with a fully connected layer. In particular, the feature extraction layer is also the inputs of EEN. For each S in inputs, it is permitted to be multidimensional. The outputs S t +1 of PN is a linear value that falls into (−∞, +∞), representing the predicted value for the time t + 1, which is also the baseline value of the proposed neural network.
Error Estimation Network The Error Estimation Network (EEN) is used to estimate the absolute value that PN generates. The inputs of EEN is the outputs of feature extraction layer in PN. Same as PN's outputs, a linear value is proposed to describe the error in PN, which is the variable value of the proposed neural network.
Outputs Upon receiving S t , rate estimator needs to predict the value corresponding to the throughput S t +1 for the given delay gradient e t +1 of next time t + 1. In our model, the value is represented by a range from minimum value to maximum value which is inflected by the output of PN and EEN, respectively. Loss pr ed ← AN PE(S t +1 ,Ŝ t +1 );
4:
▷ ground truth of EEN
5:
H pr ed ← P N .FeatureExtractionLayer (); 6:Ê t +1 ← EEN .Predict(H pr ed );
7:
Loss er r ← E t +1 −Ê t +1 2 ;
8:
PN ← PN − α ∇ pr ed Loss pr ed . By comparing the ground truth value S t , we can optimize PN. To evaluate the difference between value predicted and the ground truth, we use absolute normalized prediction error (ANPE), which is described in Eq.5. After calculating ANPE, PN then updates its gradients for minimizing ANPE by using back propagation method. While updating the gradient of PN, the absolute error between value predicted and true value (Eq.4), which is denoted as E t , will be used as a ground truth of EEN. After that, EEN will use mean square error (MSE) to update its network gradient.
AN PE(y,ŷ) = y −ŷ y (4)
Best Architecture Selection.
To select the best architecture, we derive four different deep neural network architectures for the rate estimator as depicted in Figure 4 , named as Arch-A to Arch-D, respectively. Arch-A considers network variable features as a common feature, so we only use two fully-connected layers to design its architecture. Arch-B is similar except that some of network metrics are assumed as a signal input, and more internal and hidden features can be shown by convolution neural network (CNN). The next two architectures consider the temporal properties. The third design (Arch-C) uses GRU, a well-known recurrent neural network (RNN), to extract the hidden features of time series. The last design (Arch-D) is a hybrid neural network architecture which combines both Arch-A and Arch-C with a merged layer. We test and compare the prediction accuracy with four architectures for selecting the best one. We collect a small scale of network status as the dataset from real-world network environment for training and validation. In detail, we leverage ANPE (Eq.5), error estimation rate (EER) and coverage rate (CR) to analyze the estimation accuracy of each architecture. EER is defined as follows w.r.t. root mean square error (RMSE) (Eq.6).
WhereÊ i represents the estimated throughput, E i is the future throughput observed, and n is the size of test dataset. CR is employed in a ratio to estimate the coverage of throughput range • Despite the outstanding performance of CR by using Arch-A, the EER metric in a small value indicates that its error estimation network has not been converged completely. Therefore, ARCH-A cannot adequately predict the error range.
• Comparing the overall performance with Arch-B, Arch-C, and Arch-D, we find that Arch-D has better overall performance. Finally, we choose Arch-D, a hybrid neural network to implement the neural network in rate estimator.
Implementation.
In conclusion, rate estimator passes k = 8 past throughput to the feature extraction layer, which consists of a convolution network (CNN) and a recurrent network.The convolution network passes k = 8 past throughput to the convolution layer with 64 filters, each of size 3 with stride 1. Past delay gradient measurement is passed to another 1D-CNN with the same shape. Results from these layers are then aggregated with other inputs in a hidden layer with 64 neurons, which can be regarded as the hyper feature of inputs. The recurrent network passes k = 8 throughput and delay gradient measurement to a gated recurrent unit(GRU) layer with 64 hidden units, then the states of that layer are passed to another GRU layer with the same hidden units. A hidden layer is defined as the hidden output of the last GRU layer. These two hidden layers are finally merged into one layer, which is the inputs of EEN. Then the neural network is divided into two parts. Similarly, both parts use the final output as a linear neuron, but their duties are quite different. For PN, it updates the gradient from the network inputs to the prediction outputs. For EEN, it only updates the gradient from the extracting layer to error estimation outputs. 2 During the training process, learning rates α, β for PN and EEN are configured to be 0.000625 and 0.001 respectively. In our experiment, we use single GPU GTX1080Ti to train our model, and our neural network converges within 100 epochs. Finally, we use TensorFlow [1] to implement this architecture, in particular, we leveraged the TFLearn deep learning library's TensorFlow API to declare PN and EEN.
Rate Control
We now consider how to combine the outputs of the rate estimator with the video encoder parameters. The video encoder requires a smooth bitrate range rather than a bitrate value, so we set video encoder type as constrained variable bit rate (CVBR) . In this type, encoder needs bitrate max , bitrate min , bitrate as inputs, so after receiving the feedback message which contains the V f , V e , we set
Although the bitrate range can be controlled by changing α in the delay filter module. In practice, we also use a moving average threshold to protect the encoder from switching frequently in stationary network environments.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we establish a real-time video streaming system to experimentally evaluate our rate control method. We compare our approach with current widely used methods on a wide range of network conditions. Our results answer the following questions:
(1) What is the best coefficient α in our scenario? (2) By comparison of different schemes, how much impact does range have on the results? (3) Compared with previously proposed schemes, how does our approach perform on the throughput, latency, and their stability performance?
Dataset
To train rate estimator module, we collect a large number of network status dataset. For this reason, we use a proprietary dataset of packet-level live-cast session status from all platforms APPs of Kuaishou collected in January 2018. 3 The dataset consists of over 14 million sessions from 47,000 users covering 50 thousand unique sessions over three days in January 2018. In each session, a receiver set up a KTP (Kuaishou Transport Protocol) connection with a sender and pull video stream. Within each session, we collect network status of the stream in packet-level including send time, receive time, receive packet size, and session id.
Simulation Environment Experiments
In this experiment, we aim to evaluate the average throughput and performance stability of several state-of-the-art rate control methods in some simulated network environments, and by using Network Emulator for Windows Toolkit, we can simulate different environments. After running five minutes for each approach, we collect the average throughput from the receiver. We compare their performance under different loss ratio. In this experiment, the performance is compared with TFRC, a hybrid loss-based approach [8] , Cubic [7] , a conventional loss-based approach and Google Congestion Control [4] , a hybrid delay-based and loss-based approach that is used in WebRTC. Normalized throughput results have been illustrated in Figure 5 , which has demonstrated that the performance of our proposed method outperforms the widely used approaches, Table 2 : Comparing performance of the delay filter that is initialed by different coefficient α with throughput and latency measurement on the network emulator. Results are collected under the fixed bandwidth = 4Mbps, loss rate = 10% and latency = 100ms respectively.
with improvements in average packet loss and latency of 10% to 83%, especially in error-prone environments, when packet loss bursts, our approach remains high throughput and stability.
Real Testbed Experiments
Starting from scratch, as depicted in Figure 1 we set up a testbed where the sender uploads live stream captured by the camera to the receiver via UDP protocol. Our rate control approach is set up on the receiver. The sender has two modules: one is a video encoder which encodes video as H.265 baseline profile; the other is the packet transmission module that transfer the stream encoded to the receiver. The receiver is composed of two main parts, packet reception module, which receives video streaming from the sender and measures its network status, and rate controller, which uses hybrid neural network architecture to constrain the end-end delay.
With theoretical analysis and recent experiments, we set time-slot t to 1.0s, and target delay is equal to the latency that is measured from the first time-slot. 4 The evaluation of rate control algorithm is split into three experiments.
Comparison
Of Different Coefficient α. In this part, we design an experiment to confirm the best coefficient α to optimize the delay filter module. We compare throughput and latency with different α in the same network environment. Two representative experiments are designed to evaluate our proposed approach. The result is shown in Table2, which includes bandwidth utilization and standard deviation of throughput (B T , σ (T )) and latency (L, σ (L)) by the delay filter. The delay filter is started with α ∈ {0, 0.6, 1.2, 1.8.2.4}. In our experiment, we set α as 1.2 to estimate next delay gradient on demand.
5.3.2 Effectiveness of Range Factor. We evaluate the effectiveness of our range. We compare our method with the ones with fixed range and the one without range, using the Users Satisfaction Index (USI) [5] defined as the QoE metric (Eq.8). Where the bitrate is the average video bitrate, jitter is the delay gradient, and RTT is the round-trip time between the sender and the receiver. We use two fixed range methods as baselines, which are 100Kbps and 500Kbps. The result is plotted at Figure 6 . From the result, we can see that dynamic range method from EEN performs better than any other range schemes. In particular, our approach using range works well Comparing the accuracy of neural network using range with the one without using range, the result shows that estimating throughput in range can be more conducive to describe the future observations. in "very bad network" 5 , and "Wi-Fi" environments, which improves 35% and 19% in USI respectively. The output of our rate control approach is shown in Figure 7 , and comparing with the one without using range, our method is more conductive.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we focus on rate control method in the real-time live streaming scenario. Previously proposed approaches are all devoted to finding a single precise prediction value which can not well adapt to the stochastic dynamics of network conditions. To solve this open issue, we describe future observations as a range instead of a value. In this paper, we design a delay-constrained rate control approach based on end-end deep learning. The proposed method predicts a future throughput range with both previously network status and future delay required. To optimize its accuracy in different network characteristics, we train this on a large number of real-time video streaming data. In the experiment, our approach is deployed on the receiver, and by comparing with the state-ofthe-art methods and the method without using range, our method all shows a better performance in bandwidth utilization. The study also concludes that predicting an optimal range performs better than predicting a value.
